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The Mission:
Build a strategic, stakeholder-driven initiative that ensures the vitality
of the Popo Agie River by improving water quality, quantity and the
biological health of the River so that it better supports domestic,
agricultural, recreation, fish and wildlife uses.
Background:
Since 2016 the Healthy Rivers Initiative is pulling community members together to
identify, develop and implement voluntary measures and best practices for managing
water during times of low flows.

The Initiative continues to hold informational

stakeholders meetings by brining together agricultural, recreational and domestic water
users together to discuss common issues and to better understand the impacts of high
and low flows of the Popo Agie watershed
system. This community effort has shown us that
Lander has a great opportunity to explore new
ideas and implement voluntary efforts to address
the common concerns around water quality and
water quantity. We envision a river system that is
free from water quality impairment and sustains
healthy flows that support all uses of the
watershed.

The working group, along with all the stakeholders, will continue to pursue
water quality and water quantity solutions in the following three areas:
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What have we accomplished to date?



PUBLIC SCOPING MEETING FOR THE LEVEL 1

2016—INITIAL FORMULATION OF THE HEALTHY RIVERS

WATERSHED STUDY

INITIATIVE, STAKEHOLDER MEETINGS, AND PUBLIC



PRESENTATIONS



2018—3RD WORKING GROUP MEETING, AND ONE

EDUCATIONAL FORUM WITH 15 PRESENTERS

2017— 2 WORKING GROUP MEETINGS WITH

WHICH WAS ATTENDED BY OVER 85 WATER USERS

STAKEHOLDERS.



REPRESENTING AGRICULTURAL, RECREATIONAL

AWARDED $100,000 IN FUNDING FROM THE LOR

AND DOMESTIC USERS

FOUNDATION TO PROMOTE A COMMUNITY–



DRIVEN INITIATIVE FOR USE OF OUR WATER

PRIORITIES AND LATE SEASON STRATEGIES FOR

APPROVED FOR $230,000 WY WATER

ALUSERS

DEVELOPMENT OFFICE (WWDO) LEVEL 1



PLANNING STUDY



JULY—HOSTED AN IRRIGATORS MEETING TO
DISCUSS WATER RESOURCES , WATER RIGHTS

RESOURCES



MARCH —HOSTED THE POPO AGIE WATERSHED

AUG—INITIATE RCPP PROJECT FUNDING AND SET
EVALUATION CRITERIA FOR AWARDING LOCAL

AWARDED $1.18 MIL REGIONAL CONSERVATION

PROJECTS

PARTNERSHIP PROGRAM (RCPP) FUNDING TO USE



OVER A PERIOD OF 5 YEARS

SEPT—ORGANIZE A RIPARIAN RESTORATION
PROJECT ON THE LITTLE POPO AGIE RIVER



DEC—CONTINUE TO REPORT THE INTERIM
FINDINGS OF THE LEVEL 1 STUDY

2. Micro-storage potential—research if small
storage potential for individual systems and on
WE ARE PROUD TO ANNOUNCE:
individual lands can present solutions for late
Olsson Associates was awarded the Level 1
season agricultural needs.

Watershed Study with a completion date of 3. Aquifer storage and retrieval—research the
December 2019 .
geologic formations and determine if late season
water needs can be met by either groundwater
storage or groundwater retrieval (pumping from
wells).

The Olsson/Wenck team is committed to identifying
and prioritizing sustainable water engineering and
management solutions that will address the late
season low-flow conditions and high-water table
issues of the Middle Fork of the Popo Agie River.
The three concentrated areas of study are:
1. Watershed
budget—data
research
and
measurements will be taken to identify where
our Middle Fork water is being used and where it
is being lost in the system. The goal is to identify
the areas of the biggest losses and suggest
management or construction alternatives that
will result in saving the water for beneficial use
August 2018
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Highlights from the Irrigators Meeting, July 10, 2018:
Irrigators met to discuss possible operational changes for late season low water flows. Ryan Mikesell, State Engineers
Office, said there are two options for dealing with low water: 1. Regulation — requires Ryan to lock the headgates of the
ditches when they’re out of priority, or 2. Voluntary Water Sharing — Ryan distributes reports based on his weekly water
level data and the irrigators can self regulate their diversions. Option 2 is what has been happening for the last few years.
Historically, the Cemetery Ditch, as the Senior water right holder, would put a “Call on the river”. Under this regulation
the Cemetery Ditch would not always be able to take all the water they were allowed but they could also not make unused
water available to other ditches. In 2014 a voluntary water sharing program was initiated which required Ryan and Cemetery
Ditch to communicate with the other ditches - asking them to adjust their headgates to take less water. The irrigators at the
meeting determined that continuing the Voluntary Water Share was the best option for the rest of 2018 irrigation season.
Lance Hopkin, City Engineer, talked about the City’s water rights and the use of municipal storage water from Worthen
Reservoir. The City releases water from Worthen Reservoir to make up for the water they lose when their junior water rights
are out of priority due to low water flows. They are considering expanding the capacity of Worthen Reservoir In the future
along with investigating wells and other alternate sources to secure the municipal water supply.
In the late summer, the City is also going to be experimenting with
releasing additional water from Worthen. Supplementing late season
water in the Middle Fork of the Popo Agie may assist agricultural users,
while increasing water quality and quantity for recreational users and at
the City sewer lagoons outflow. The Worthen release program started
releasing 20 cfs from Worthen on August 23rd for one week. Careful
monitoring downstream at multiple locations and feedback from water
users will determine the success of the experimental release program.
For more information contact the
Popo Agie Conservation District at 332-3114
3 August 2018
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Little Popo Agie
Conservation Field Project
September 25, 2018
The
Conservation
Field
Day
project will improve the streambank
stability on the Little Popo Agie river by
planting willows and cottonwood trees.
High School Students will perform the
work.
Participants will learn about
streambank restoration with plantings.
This is a great hands on learning
experience to further the message of
healthy rivers.

This project sponsored by:

To Participate or for questions call 332-3114 or email pacd.general@gmail.com
Please spread the word and encourage your friends and neighbors to provide input.
We will explore new ideas and formulate voluntary efforts to address our common concerns.
Please contact us if you have input, would like more
information or would like to be involved.
Popo Agie Conservation District
221 S. 2nd Street, Lander, WY 82520
pacd.general@gmail.com or 307-332-3114
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